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Definition of.the Problem -

(to,
Economics, Era discipline, is concerned with the utilisation and distri-

bution of scarce res urces. Educational planning is. concerped with the problem
of how to make the best use of the scarce resources devoteLto education. My
lecture today is concerned with what the economist-can contribute to the problem
of how to allocate resources to, and within, the educational system.

I shall distinguish between three levels, or types of decision.

(a) Determination of the total amount of resources to be devoted
to education.

(b) 'Allocation Df this total between levels or types of education.

(c) Choice between'specific projects.

The first tning to be decided when considering how many resources to
devote to something, is why one wants it. Governments choose to spend,money
on education for many different reasons, and it is helpful to distinguish be-
tween two groups of reasons, making use of a familiar economic distinction:
that between Consumption and Investment. Broadly speaking, we distinguish
between consumption expenditure - which is incurred now for the benefits it
will provide in the present and investment expenditure, which is incurred now
for the benefits it'will provide in the future. Another way of putting it
is to say that the resources devoted to consumption are, literally, consumed
in the present, but that investment is a way of increasing productive
capacity, or wealth, in the future.

Most of the economic literature in the past has been concerned with in-
vestment in physical capital, and has. described the production processin terms
of two inputs - physical capital and labour. But gradually, in the last,20.
years there has been more and more recognition and emphasis of the concept of
Human capital - and the idea that investment in man is just as important as
investment in machines.

If we think of this distinction between consumption and investment when
considering why governments spendmoney'on education, it is obvious that educa-
tion is regarded as both a type of consumption and investment. People want
schools sometimes, as they want TV sets - as a 'Status symbol. They want their
children to learn to read because they will enjoy life more as a result. These
are just some of the consumption benefits of education. But education is also
a form of investment in human capital. Future levels of production are not
dependent simply on labour and physical capital - but on technical knowledge
and the skills of the labour force - and, these are provided by education. So
the answer to the question 'Is education consumption or investment ?' is simply
toth' .
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But whether one chooses to emphas.ze the consumption or investment
aspects of education will affect the way in which decisions are made about
3hllocation of resources. This lecture is chiefly concerned with the invest-
ment view of education, although we never, lose sight completely of the
alternative view.

If education is aform.of investment one of the first questions to
spripg to mind is how much does it contribute to economic growth, compared
with other forms of investment? A few years ago this question rather
dominated the economics of education. There were three main approaches
adopted, and this-whole question has been very well reviewed in an article,
on the reading list, ty W.G. Bowen.

1. The 'correlationljgoloAft,

The first attempts to demonstrate that educatiOn was investment con-
sisted in simply correlating some-index of educational progress - for instance
expenditure on education, per head, or enrolmqnt rates, with arteconomic
index - such as GNP per head. 'This was done both,for different countries at
one point of time - or for one country in different years. In either case
the correlation is positive: the more a country spends on eduCation, the
richer 'it is. This suggests that education does add to wealth. Unfortunately
the relationship can just as easily be stated the other way: the richer a
country is, the more it spends on education. So although simple correlation

4
shows that there is a relationship between education and economic progress,
it does not prove cause and effect.. This is, of course, true of all correla-
tion exercises. So although this approach-is interesting and is being
developed, with more sophisticated indices of education or economic levels,.
and is being extended to inter-Indus-Uy or inter-firm comparisons within
countries, ,as well as international comparisons, it does not answer our basic
question. Incidentally, I might add that international comparisons are often
used as a basis for deciding how much a country should spend on education.
But exactly the same objections can be made to this - the fact that richer
countries do spend more on education is not proof that poor countries should
spend more- althOugh it may be a useful political weapon when trying to
persuade the Treasury!

2. The 'residual' approach

The fact that education' and economic progress are positively corre-
lated led economists to try to say how much of the increase in a country's
national income could be 'explained' by edudation, The first attempts, in'
America, to explain increases in national'income by looking at the input of
different factors had shown that output, or GNP, had grown much faster than
the, input of labour and physical Capital. This was true, whether one simply
compared the rates of growth of inputs'andoutput, or tried to construct a
Production function showing the relationship' between inputs andoutput. The
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unexplained increase in output was termed 'the residual', and economists
began to suggest the factors that contributed'to this residual - such as
technical knowledge, economies of scale. Denison in his now famous book
'The Sources of-Economic Growth in the U.S. and the Alternatives Before Us',
tried to measure the contribution of these factors, to the increase in
American National Income, over forty years, and came to the conclusion that
increases in the formal education of the labour force - measured both in
terms of increased yearsr of schooling of the average worker, and increases
in the number.of school-days in the year - accounted for an important part
of the residual. The significance of this research .for education was
examined by a Study Group of the OECD, in a book called 'The Residual,,Factor
anetconomic Growth'. DeniSon's approach can, be criticized on technical

for instance some of the assumptions he makes about- the form of the
production function of the American economy - and also it is-easy to see that
the answer tc the question 'how much does one factOr contribute to the
'residual'?' depends on how carefully one specifies the other factors. For
example, do you count -'education' and 'technical knowledge' as one factor or
twb? But nevertheless it is an interesting attempt to measure the economic
contribution of education. ,However, without going into the technical reasons,
I w:,,uld,say that as an attempt to shoW exactly hoW much increase in national
income was due to education, it was unsuccessful, although DenOon's work did
help to cmphas'aa the concept of education as an investment for economic
growth.

0

3. The third approach to this problem was to try to measure the economic
returns to education, In animpor,ant article on 'The Concept of Human Capital'
Theodore Schulti argued that not only Was there a problem in explaining the
increases in national income which analysis of the residual' tried to solve -
but also increases In the real earnings of workers, over the past thirty or
fort5 years, needed explaining. He suggested that this was simply the return
to investments that hid been made in human beings - this investment included
education, and also such items as health expenditure, and on-the-job training.
He suggested in fact that increases in earnings provide a way of measuring
the economic returns to investment in human capital, and looking at expendi-
ture on education in America, compared with physical capital formation, argued
that 'if we were to treat education as pure investment, the results would
suggest that the returns to education were relatively more !4:Aatill.c. than
those to non-human capital'.

This encouraged a great deal of research into ways of measuring the
rotrns to, education, which is still going on today. There have been
,24.1.14pts to Measure the returns to educatiOn in U.S.A., Britain, several
i. -;;:ltmerican countries, Israel, Kenya and Uganda, and India. Having
e.t.'ttmated the returnsto education (and this itself raises many problems
wh'leh are discussed later) the next logical step is to compare the returns,
kir'benefits of the investment with the costs, in order to measure the
rate, of return or yield of the investment. This,woUid provide a useful guide
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to the allocation of resources between different types of investment, if the
objective of planning is to maximize the relation. between economic benefits
and costs. However,°thete are many problems"about the measurement and inter-
pretation of tates,of return to edudation, which I shall turn to in a minute.

First, to summarize the state of research into tie economic contribu=
tion of education, I would say that all three approaches have helped to
emphaAiie the role 'of education as investment, but none.has definitively answered
the question 'how much has education contributed to growth?'. Recently,
however, there has been a shift in emphasis, and this question:is no longer
the cOtral one in the'economics of education., Instead of trying to explain
past rates of economic growths economists are'more interested in helping solve
the problems of how to allocate resources in the present. The'same underlying
motive is'there - how to maximize the, contribution of education to economic
growth, but the actual research has shifted away from an attertt to analyse
past growth rates, to the search for strategies of educational planning, and
resource allocation. Here once again it is useful to distinguish between

.

.three approaches:

The social. demand' approach

The first approach, usually called the 'social deMand' approach,
although as an approach it infect rests heavily on forecasts of the'private
demand for education, is more concerned.with the consumption-than the invest-
ment aspects of education. This approach in fact treats education as a set-
vice demanded by the community - just like any other goods and services, and
regards educational planning as the process of forecasting demand, and
providineaufficient places to satisfy the demand. The simplest version of
such an approadh has been in use for a very long time attempting to fore-
cast demographic trends in order to estimate the school population. But when
it comes to forecasting the demand fqr higher education, a more sophisticAted
way of foregasting demand is needed. A recent example of the social demand
approach to planning higher' education was the Robbins CoMMittee, in Britain.

0 In order to predict the number of university pliaces that would be
needed in 1970, the Committee made separate estimates of the numbers of school-
children that would stay At school after 15, the number that would gain G.C.E.
and the number that. would apply for a university place. These projections
were then converted.into the number of places.by assuming a cohstant proportion
of qualified applicants would be°successful - in other words the assumption
that thei.eahould le no change in the quality of entrants - it should be neither
easier nor more difficult to get a university place in the future than at present.
In order to'understand the mechanism more fully, the Committee carrieofout many
surveys, to investigate the relation between education and social plass back-
ground, for instance, and into universities themselves,,and collected valuable
information on wastage rates, costs, and so on. The Committee also calculated
in detail the costs of the proposal- but basically their approach to the

1
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citiestion of resource allocation was very simple: it assumed - as a principle --
'that university places.should be'provided for all those who wanted and were
qualified for them, and the targets were in no way based on a consideration of
the job opportunities for graduates, or of whether the money that was to be
devoted to higher education could have been better spent elsewhere. On the
question of:job opportunities it was assumed that the,economy woulld be able
to absorb all the new graduates - the only reservatio.was that since it was
felt that more science- graduates would be needed in the future, the rate of (14
expansion of science faculties shibuld be greater than arts faculties.

What then are the strengths and weaknesses of this,approach? Well;
first it does provide the` educational planner with a pmaisetarget of the
number of places to be provided. But only by assuming that a lotiof factors
remain constant - that 'standards of entry, for instance, remain constant -
that the 'price' of education, in terms of the level .of fee's and scholaships,
remain constant, 'and finally; that thelevel of employment remains cpnstant
and all the graduates are absdrbed into the economy. In other words,, the
social demand approach shows how much mist be allocated to a level of educe.-
.tion if present trends continue, and if private demand is to be satisfied,
but it does not claim to shoW that this is the 'optimum' allocation of
resources. As an approach, it perhaps deserves the name 'forecasting!, rather
than 'planning'.-,

So, let us-turn to the two other approaches, which are concerned to
see k the optimum allocation of resources, and are concerned with education As
investment, rather'than. onsumption. The ffrst it what is known as the
'rtiarverforecastLAs! approach. I shall ally briehy touch upori the techni-
cal aspects of this approach, because you will. have several lectures,on man-
power forecasting techniques. Methods for forecasting the manpower require-
ments of an ecckomy vary - and may use international comparisons of the ratio -

between educated_manpower and output, or may be based on analysis and extra-
polation of trends and manpower utilization patterns in different industries,
or on mathematical models of the economy based on constant or changing co-
efficients between manpower and'output. But the basic rationale-of the

'

approach is to forecast the manpower 'needs' of the economy - that is the
number and distribution of trained people in the labour force that would be
required to produce a given output in a certain year - and then to match the
educational system with the manpower needs of the economy. This approach has
an immediate attraction - particularly for developipg countries. It iswell

iknown that a shortage of trained workers represent one of the major con-
straints to economic growth - and if the educational system can be planned so

4 at to produce just the right numbers of workers, surely this can be regarded
as an optimum allocation of resources? 'Even.if it were possible.to.predict
accurately the manpower needs of an economy, and I shall raise some'doubts
about this, educational planning based entirely on manpower forecasting would
be optimum in only one sense -,and would neglect the other aims of education
such 'as social and politicalodevelopment. But concentrating for the moment
only on the manpower aspects, is it in fact possible to forecast manpower
,needs?

: 9
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,the important word in that sentence is 'needs'. If it is assumed that
an-economy has certain 'needs' in an absolute sense, then it may be possible,
though very difficult, to predict the need-for physical capital, educatedman-
power and unskilled manpower:-Such a view'of'absolute 'needs' implies that
these three factors will te used in fixed proportions to produce-a certain level
of output. But if these factors are to some extent interchangea5le:- or in
economic terms substitUtable - then thesame level of output could be.produced
with different combination of inputs, and in this case the Optimum allodation
of resources depends on.the price-of each factor. This means.that manpower
forecasting becomes even more difficUlt - not only are there the problems of
predicting,technical change and new methods of production, but also the added
difficulties of analySing the effect of changes in relative-prices and earnings-

'on demand for physical capital and manpower. Thus the viewthit education is
an economic investment which produces the trained thanpower'needed by the economy
suggests that manpower forecasting is necessary, but by no means solves the
problems of how tO\allocate resources.

r-/
4 third anpro4.to this probleM is to-use the techniques of cost-benefit

analysis. When a fitm is'considering whether to invest in a certain machine,
ithe usual way se,ja estimate'the income that will be-produced by the machine

over its whole fife, discount the expected income stream to allow for the fact
`thatmoney in the future is of less value' than money today - and compare 'the

present value of the income with the cost of the machine. The rate of return,
or benefit/cost ratio is an indication of how profitable it would be to invest
in that machine rather than undertake some other project, The firm"will
no lly'invest inthe project promising the highest -rate of return. rning
now to education, if it is possible to measure the economic returns to invest-
ment-in,education - that is the additional income generated by the education -'
then they can be compared with costs by Means of the rate of return, and
preiumably the government should spendmost,on those types of education with
the highest rate of return. I Mentioned earlier that estimates of rates of
return are now available for many different countries. These rates of return
look at education both as an investment for the whole community - by means of
social rate of return, and as investment for the individual - by using the
private rate of return.-It is easy-to see how to calculate the,private rite.
of return, and to understand what it means for the individual. By choosing to
go to school, or college, the individual incurs certain costs bcith fees,

expenditure on books, and the earnings he foregoes while in school instead of
working - on the other hand he Can expect to be paid more throughout his life .

as'a result of his education. If the extra earnings he receives - less the
tax he will have to pay -'are related to the costs he has had to incur - this
gives the private rateof return to schooling.

Therefore, in order to
P-

calculate the rate of return it is necessary to
have'infefmatidn'about the relative earnings of workers with different levels
of education, together with estimates of private expenditure on fees, books
and so on,'and th4 average.earnings_foregone by, students. The best way` o ob-
tain this information ip to collect, by means of'a sample survey, data on the

4
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age, educatitonal qualifications, and earnings of a representive sample of
workers. Such surveys usually show that there is a positive relationship be-
tween education and level of earnings., The data can then be used to construct
age-education-earnings profiles, which will show the average earnings-differen-
tials associated with additional education, and the average earnings foregone
by students in education, The age-education-earnings profiles, together with
estimates of tuition costs, therefore provide everything that is needed to
calculate a rate of return; .all this information, can be shown simply on one
diagramv the diagram shows actual age-earnints profiles of workers of four
different educational levels derived from a survey of. urban India. The dia-
gram also shows, in the negative part oethe graph (below the line) the
tuition costs of each'type of education. The two shaded parts show the costs
and benefits-of a university degree, compared with matriculation.

'Since the information about age-earnings profiles is ftrived frpm a.
large sample, it shoWs what are the costs and benefits for an average worker.
Of course some individuals will earn more than this, and others will earn less,
but Figure 1 shows what costs, and benefits and therefore what rate of return
the average individual can expect for a university degree.

'
The information contained in such an estimate of the private rata of

return may:help to explain the private demand for education - which we have
already discussed, under the 'social demand' 4approach - it may also be used to
show the effects of the .government's policy on subsidies and Scholarships -
the higher the. degree of subsidy, the higherepe private rate of return to
education. But can the rate of return -be used" as any sort of a guide to
allocation policy?

For this the 1;elevAnt concept is the soc al rate of return. The way
this is'usually calculated is to compare the earnings differentials of
educated People,, inclusive of tax,' (because the tax that is paid is as benefit
to the community) with the total social costs of education (including the value
of production foregone by..haVing people in'school instead of in the labour
market, as well as a \1 the costs of tuition:).

t- Does thiscalculation really reflect the economic value - to the
community - of education? -There are a number of difficulties which may be
raised as possible objections to the use.of cost-benefitin educational plarfn n
and which you Witrfind recurring .throughOut the litprature: briefly

-4%\t (a) earnings are related to many 'other. factor ides education -

... ,

4 innate ability, family background, motive ion, to name just a few -
, so that extra earnings represent returnsto all these-factors, net

just education; .

..,

. '

a I
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Rupees

Diagram 1:"Age-earnings profiles: by level of education, urban India
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(b) earnings are also determined, by habit and custom; and thus-do not
reflect the real economic value of different jobs - in other
words earnings differentials are no measure of relative productivity;

(c) education generates 'spillover benefits: - that is it max ....else
.,

the productivity of people other than .the educated worker himself,
and these indirect ifnefits are not shown up in earnings differen?
tials;

--(d) age-education-earningt profiles, which are the basis of rate of
return calculations, reflect past and present supply and demand
conditions rather than future conditions - which is What interests
the planner;

(e) and finally looking only at the earnings of workers and the costs
educating a successful graduate, is to ignore the facts of`of

4UnemplOyment, and wastage, and the fact that not all educated
people enter the 14our..force.

All these objections must be admitted, at, the outset-= but they are not
necessarily fatal to the cost-benefit approach. To take'each in turn.,

(a) Ability: There have been some"atteMpts in U.S.A. to analyse the
determinants of income,,by looking at income differences'in a large sample
standardizingor age, sex, race, education, social 'background, etc. - and
these show that age and education, together, account for more of the differ%
enees:1n incomethan any other factOrs. But the-other factors are.signifi-:

_cant,-so-the soluthn is to use only a proportion ofeirnings differential
as attributable to education. What the proportion is is still uncertain,
but different studies. have used 4 per cent, 66 per cent, or some other prb-

, portion for rate of return calculations And some studies have row been done
Which standardlie for,-other factors - such as ethnic origins, fathers',
occupation -even measures of' intelligence - and found that the general
conclusions of cost-benefit analysis remain the stone.

(b) Marginal _productivity: This objection must be admitted, particularly
in developing countries, hit what we have to ask is do relailyeearnings
reflect - though they'obvibusly do not perfectly measure - relative scarcities ?, -,
If they dO, then rates of return provide useful inf6rmation on the earnings of
educated people in :relation to the'dosts of producing them.

. And a low i,eLte of
return means that a country is spending a lot of resources producing people
already in plentiful supply; if relative earnings do not even reflect scarci-,
ties - in'other words if the labbur market has ceased to operate as a market -
then the whole approach must be abandoned - but so 'too, must the use of4ny
prices, because the whole price Mechaniswis too distorted, to give any indica-
tion of opportunity costs. While everyone admits that labour markets, are
imperfect, most economists argue that relative prices do reflect relative

900

3
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scarcities. A shortage of one type of manpower tends to push the wages up,
and a surplus to reduce wages, In a recent study of unemployment among
educated people in India, we certainly found this was the case. So earnings
differentialS can, I think, be taken as a first approximation of the economic
benefits of education to the community. If, on the other hand, the distortions
in the labour market seem so great, that,it is-assumed that relative earnings
hardly reflect differences in productivity at all, then one solution. is to
calculate 'shadows rates of return, based on earnings that have been adjusted
in some warto take account of this. If, for example, we suppose that in a
particular developing country, civil servanti,(who often comprise a major
proportion of graduates) are paid twice their real economic worth, then a rate
of return can be calculated using half the observed earnings of graduates. In
this way, it is possible to see how sensitive rates of return would.be to,
changes in salary structures.

(c) Spillover benefits: They are-onlysa first approximation because most
.

people are agreed-that education does generate indirect, or spillover benefits,
,...though2no one has yet succeeded min quantifying, them. But to the extent that
they exist, earningedifferentials underestimate the social returns to
education. One possible spillover benefit,Pfor example, might. be a decline in

'.the birth-rate in-an over-populated country. It has been observed that
eduCated.women tend to produce smaller families than women with no education,
so that one of the indirect economic benefits of edubating women in'a developing
country may be to reduce the birth-rate, and thus increase national income per

'head, in the next generation.
. ,

(d) The past and the future:, The question of whether the future is going to
be like'the present and past is. of course not unique to cost-benefit analysis,
but it is Nulnerable, because rates of return are usually based on cross - section
data - a survey at one point of 'time. What this means is that whenever possible
time series data'needs t(v_be collected, to estimate the effects over time of
.changes in supply. Data like this are available now in USA,,and show that
earnings differentials have not narrowed very much in the past 20-years despite
the increase in the supply of educated people - because new opportunities have
beeh created for using them - and demandhas,kept pace with supply. But more
evidence is needed on trends4n_rates of return. What we can do --and many
studies now do this - is to adjust rates of returnto allow for expected long-
term growth.in real earnings -.1alit even so, It ii true that, rates of return are
based on the present and past. However, most people would agree that a sound
\understanding'of the present is at least a-help in predicting the future.

.

(e) Finally, a number of other adjUStments need to be made to rates of return
to alloW for unemployment, wastage and drop-out, labour force participation
rates, etc.' But all of these are possible, and many of the most recent studies
do incorporate them.

to
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What sort of use is this sort,of cost-benefit analysis, in making the
three sorts of allocation decision I mentioned at the beginning? First - the
over-all decision of how much to allocate to education? Some writers have
suggested that.the rate of return to educatiOncan be compared with. the rate
of return or other types of social investment as a guide for government
policy - this is the implibation.f the title of one study - 'Investment in
44an Versus investment in Machines'. But at this level Of decision the
problem of indirect-benefits and of non-economic benefits is crucial, and I
do not think that cost-benefit analysis yet provides a useful guide - although
clearly all such decisions should be made in a costbenefit framework of ideas.

.0

The use of cost benefit analysis is, I think, more valuable in deciding
how tc allocate resources within education. The fact that in India the social
rate of return to university education is so mach lower than to primary
education suggests - as does.the existence of graduate unemployment - that
priMary education needs to be expanded faster than universities. At this
level of decision, rates of return provide direction indicators rather than
actual targets. A high rate of return can be interpreted-as 'invest soMie,
more in this type of-education' not 'build x schools' - and the decision to
hild more schools should be followed by a new cost-benefit analysis, since
the increase in supply of educated people will undoubtedly affect their price.

At a third level bf decision; cost-benefit analysis can play an important
part. For instance should technician's te,trained in special technical schools,
or by means of .general schooling plus on-the-job training? An important piece
of evidence is the relative earnings and the costs of producing each type.
In a small case study in Jordan, it was found. that although the costs of
special technical 'education were very high, the technicians so trained did
not earn any more than those with twO-years of general education, followed by
one year special training. So that the labour market did not value the lengthy
training, despite its expense. In this sort of exercise cost-benefit-Con-
siderations should clearly play an important part - and'the problems of spill-
over benefits or-marginal productivities are not so important, because we are
comparing the costs of producing a specific benefit: employed technicians.

'These remarks suggest a feW.practical uses of cost-benefit analysis -
certainly other possible uses, could be suggested. I would now like to sum up,
briefly, the three 'approaches' to educational planning. First - are they
alternatives? Although this is sometimes suggested, in the literature, I do
not think they shouldbe regarded as al,ternatives, for each approach is tack-
ling a different problem. The soci91 demand approach provides useful projec-
tions of the demand for education, and forces the planner4to'think about some
of the factors determining that demand. The manpower forecasting approach
recognizes the role of education in providing 'trained manpower, although it
is extremely difficult to forecast accurately. The cost - benefit approach

emphaaizes the relation between expected economic benefits and costs - and
reminds the planner that production of high -level manpower mgy promise large
returns, but it also demands a large output of resources (a fact that some
manpower forecasts forget).
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The three approaches also do not attempt to provide the same type of
guidance for the,planner While the social demand and the manpower forecasting
approach aim to provide actual targets for enrolment, the rate of return
approach provides a 'direction-indicator'. The policy prescriptien from a
rate of return calculation is 'invest a little more, or elittle less' in a
particular type of education, rather than 'build a certain number of new
schools', ,For rates of-return provide an estimate of the effects of a
marginal change in investment allocation. And after a_change has been made,
it becomes necessary to make, a new calculation of the rate of return, given
the new supply and demand conditions.

If I turn once again-to the question 'how can the economist help in
the problem of allocating resources ?', I think the answer Is 'by emphasizing
the-investment-aspects of education, and by demanding that every_ benefit of
education - whether economic, social, political or cultural, be thought of
.in' terms of its cost.' If educational, planning is able to take account of the
Private demand for education, the job opportunities for educatedmianpower,
the effect's of changes in supply and demand on relative wage levels, and the
total costs, to society, of different types of education, then we will not
need to talk in terms of 'alternative approaches'. What I think is important
is not whether a plan is based on manpower forecasts, international compari-
sons, rates of return, or any-other technique, but that resource allocation
decisions should be. made in a framework which includes consideration of both
costs and benefits:
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